
Monthly Library Challenge

Nov & Dec 2019
The Genrefication Challenge is here! I have two separate challenges for genrefication, both 
of which are going to extend into December. 

This task list is for librarians who are ready to start their genrefication projects this month!

The activities below are detailed in the pages following the Challenge. Print this page and 
keep it in a place where you can easily see it often. Check off tasks as you complete them.

For the November/December Challenge, you will get one entry in the Rafflecopter drawing for 
EACH TASK you complete from the following list:

❑ Meet with your principal or administrators. Explain what genrefication is, why you want to 
genrefy (focus on benefits for students and teachers), and what support you’ll need from 
them during the process. You do not need to present a specific plan just yet—this meeting is 
to ensure you have admin support.

❑ Make some decisions! Read through this packet and complete the genrefication worksheet 
on pages 5-8 of this packet. If necessary, meet with your administrators afterward to discuss 
the process and potential concerns.

❑ Order your labels and other supplies (see list on p. 9).
❑ While you are waiting for your labels to arrive, create and teach a lesson to “talk up” 

genrefication with your students and staff. The lesson should include: what genre is, what 
genres you plan to include, how long the process will take, and why this is a great thing for 
your school. Also know that you will have nay-sayers, and that’s okay. 

❑ Pick 10 random books and genrefy them. Set aside the time so you can get a good idea of 
how long it will take just to genrefy 10 books. This should include labeling and entering genre 
into your library catalog.

❑ Genrefy your first 100 books! I’ve included two different ways to do the genrefication, so you 
might try 50 books one way and 50 books the other way to see which works better for you. 

❑ Create one genre tree. See my blog post (linked in the group) or the Nov. 2 Facebook Live for 
details about genre trees.
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Rafflecopter prize for this challenge: Your choice of 5 books in any genre! 

Challenge #1—Start Genrefying Your Library



Two ways I’ve genrefied:

Method #1—my Texas school

The first school I genrefied was my Texas middle school library. I had no idea what I was doing. 
All I know is that I was super-excited to start, and I just jumped in without thinking too much 
about it. This library had beautiful moveable shelves. I simply wheeled a shelf over to my 
circulation desk and started genrefying with the first book on the shelf.

Once both sides of the mobile shelf were finished, I wheeled it back to its “spot” and pulled 
over the next shelf. 

When I had finished six shelf cases of books (they were double-sided), I started creating small 
genre sections with the books I had genrefied. I sorted books into piles on the library tables, and 
the tables stayed covered in books for about three months.

PROS:
• The genre sections were created early in the process, which really got the students excited 

about genrefication
• I had to adjust the sizes of the genre sections often, so the arrangement of library furniture 

changed every couple of days. The students loved this and loved helping me decide where 
to put things.

• Students loved the books on the tables! They were constantly rummaging through them 
and made many new discoveries.

CONS:
• I was constantly rearranging the sections, which was extra work for me.
• The library tables were covered in books for about three months. This meant that we were 

constantly working around the books. I did still have library classes; we just piled up the 
books in the middle and carried on with life.

• I think this process was slower. It took about 4 months to genrefy my fiction section, which 
was maybe 4000 books at that time.
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Two ways I’ve genrefied:

Method #2—My China school

The second school I genrefied was my Suzhou, China school. This was a Grade 6-12 private 
international school. The majority of my students were not native English speakers, but most 
students spoke speak English pretty well. We had very large Korean and Chinese-American 
populations.

At this school, I tried a different approach. Instead of pulling one shelf over to the circ desk, I 
picked a “label of the day” and walked around throughout the day attaching that label to the 
appropriate books. So if the “label of the day” was my mystery label, I used small bits of time 
between classes to find mystery books and label them. 

Once labeled, I left the books in their current Fiction locations until all the books were labeled. 

Once all—well, nearly all—the books were labeled, I cleared a shelf and sorted the books on 
tables by genre. I selected a genre for the now-empty shelf and put the genrefied books in alpha 
order on the shelf. 

At that point, the books had been moved to a new genre section, so I needed to change the 
catalog record to reflect the genre section. I changed catalog records after I organized the books 
into genre sections, one shelf at a time.

PROS:
• The books were easier to find throughout my genrefication process. They stayed in their 

Fiction section “spot” and where the catalog said they were until I was ready to move all the 
books into their new sections.

• This method was a little faster than the first one.

CONS:
• This genrefication wasn’t nearly as exciting as before. The students did not notice a real 

difference until I started moving the sections. They weren’t buzzing about it. The library 
wasn’t rearranged until the end. 

• I wasn’t as excited either. Student enthusiasm is so contagious! Because they barely noticed 
the genrefication process, I was much less enthusiastic about it. The process just wasn’t as 
much fun.
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What I would do 
differently next time:

Believe it or not, I absolutely have the energy to genrefy a third library! Yes, it’s a long process, 
but it is so exciting to make such a major change in the library. The buzz I was able to create in 
my Texas school made the project so much fun, and I learned a ton about my library collection.

If I were to do this a third time, I would:

❑ Create the genre sections as soon as I could (like in Method #1). This just got a buzz going in 
my school, which kept me excited about the project. Even creating just one genre section 
will help build excitement.

❑ Not start a genrefication project until I’d been at the school for at least a year. I had only 
been in China for two months when I started genrefying my library in Suzhou. My kids didn’t 
know me very well yet, which made it even more difficult to drum up enthusiasm. The 
library was also only one year old, and there was not an established library culture when I 
started it. I believe the students would have been much more excited about it a couple of 
years down the road, when they knew me much better and I had established a strong 
library culture.

❑ Make sure I put my genre labels near the bottom of the book’s spine, either just above or 
just below the call number. My third genrefied library (also in China) was already genrefied
when I started there, and the color label was at the top of the spine. The genre sticker was 
too high to be visible for books on the bottom shelves, plus the different book heights made 
it look messy to me.

❑ Use only rectangular labels. Mixing circles and rectangles looks too messy. For me, circular 
labels look messier than rectangles because for thicker books, they are not as wide as the 
spine. This leaves space around the label, which just looks messy to me.
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Genrefication decisions

Your genrefication decisions should not be taken lightly. Each of these decisions will take you 
considerable time to change if you later change your mind. Take your time making these 
choices. Talk about the questions with students, teachers, library staff, library volunteers, other 
librarians, and your administrators. 

Part I. The Decision to Genrefy

Check all the boxes that are true for you and your library:
❑ I am able to schedule time in my regular school day to genrefy OR I have helpers who I trust 

to genrefy while I am teaching.
❑ I am not planning to retire or leave my school before my genrefication project is finished.
❑ I am positive I will be able to complete this project in a reasonable amount of time.
❑ I have financial resources necessary to purchase genrefication materials such as labels, label 

protectors, and book tape.
❑ My administration supports my decision to genrefy the library.

If you cannot check all five of these boxes, you need to seriously consider if this is the right time 
to genrefy. Genrefication is a long process that will take several months to possibly even a year 
or more. If you are going to start this project, you need to be able to finish it.

Part II. Weeding

Because your genrefied sections will vary widely in size, genrefied books will need more shelf 
space than books that are alpha by author. The amount of extra space you need will depend on 
the design of your shelves and the size of your collection, but I would ballpark an estimated 25% 
of shelf space. That means for every 3 full shelves you have, you’ll need one empty shelf. 

If you are nowhere near this estimate, then you have two options:
• Weeding
• Buying or borrowing more shelves

Obviously, the easier and cheaper option is weeding. In my experience, administrators do not 
like to “get rid of perfectly good books.” Consider weeding (or storing) unnecessary extra copies 
or giving books to teachers for classroom libraries. If books are tattered, outdated, show bias or 
racism, etc (check the MUSTIE guidelines), you really should get rid of them completely. Sneak 
them out 2-3 at a time in your backpack to toss out at home if necessary.
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Genrefication decisions

Part II. Weeding (cont.)

If you need to weed your library, you can weed first or weed as you go. I personally was so 
excited to genrefy that I just weeded as I went. To do this, I just paid attention to the books I 
was genrefying. If they didn’t pass my weeding guidelines, I weeded them instead of genrefying.

How much extra shelf space do you have in your library? 

If you need to weed, will you do it as you go or before you start to genrefy?

What will you do with your weeded books?

Part III. Sections

This is the fun part! Use the space below to brainstorm your genre sections. I recommend 15-20 
genre sections to start. Don’t forget to ask your students for their ideas!
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Genrefication decisions
Part IV. Labels

Do you prefer color labels or picture labels? (ask your students what they prefer!)

Circle or rectangle labels? 

Where will you get your labels?

How will you pay for the labels?

How many of each label do you need? Note: I recommend over-ordering by at least 10% so you 
have those labels for future books. Sometimes, the labels are unavailable or discontinued. Use 
the table on the next page to calculate your label ordering estimate.

Part V. Where will the genre label go?
Where on the book’s spine will you put the genre label? FYI--I prefer mine on the bottom of the 
spine, above the call number. One library I already worked at already had the genre labels at the 
top of the spine, but you could not always see these labels clearly on the shelf  (such as books 
on the bottom shelf).

Part VI. Genre in the library catalog/OPAC

Some schools designate genre using the copy categories, and others do it within the call 
number itself. I personally put the genre in the call number instead of the F for Fiction. For 
example, for The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan (previously, F RIO), my call number now reads: 
MYTHOLOGY RIO. I eliminate the F for fiction because I do not use an NF prefix on my nonfiction 
Dewey call numbers. Why would I use F for my genrefied fiction call numbers?

How will you designate genre in your library catalog? If you or a patron wanted to print a list of 
all your library’s books in that genre, would they be able to? 
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GENRE COLOR or PICTURE # OF LABELS
# OF 

ROLLS/
SHEETS



SUPPLY LIST
You will need to order all of the following supplies. I strongly recommend you order 
everything you need for your entire project at the same time. Genre labels sometimes get 
discontinued.

❑ Genre labels (order at least 10% more than you think you will need)—these can be color 
labels or picture labels

❑ Avery 5195 labels if you plan to use my freebie picture labels
❑ Label protectors or book tape (label protectors are preferable, but 2” book tape is much 

cheaper)
❑ Scissors (if you are using book tape)
❑ A large shoebox for storing your labels, scissors, and tape/label protectors 
❑ A computer and scanner (laptop and/or wireless scanner is easiest)
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Genrefication resources
Online resources to help you determine genre:

❑ Goodreads
❑ Titlewave
❑ Other genrefied library OPACs
❑ My “Ginormous” list (it’s not so ginormous yet, but it’s growing every day!)

Where to buy labels
Where to buy genre labels:

❑ Demco
❑ Amazon—lots of options for color labels!
❑ Teachers Pay Teachers (there are many picture labels on TPT, but don’t forget that I have 

a free set for you this month!)
❑ Etsy (has a small number of picture labels)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kEj7rDfbM0wpj0BLSxoNL8i-U8EyBRui/view?usp=sharing


Possible genres

The first column (blue) represents examples of elementary genres. The second column (red) 
is my suggestions for secondary libraries. Choose the genres which best reflect your 
collection and the needs of your students.

All 30 genres listed below are included in my pictorial genre labels freebie for this month! 
See the FaceBook group for the TPT link.
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❑ Mystery
❑ Fantasy
❑ Animal Stories
❑ Science Fiction
❑ Humor
❑ Friends or Relationships
❑ Spooky Stories
❑ Poetry
❑ Realistic Fiction
❑ Mythology
❑ Adventure
❑ Retellings or Fairytales
❑ Sports Stories
❑ Historical Fiction
❑ Classics
❑ Short Stories
❑ Graphic Novels
❑ Magical Realism
❑ Drama/Plays
❑ School Stories
❑ Narrative Nonfiction
❑ Biography
❑ Classics
❑ Survival

❑ Mystery
❑ Thriller
❑ Fantasy
❑ Science Fiction
❑ Romance
❑ Horror
❑ Poetry
❑ Realistic Fiction
❑ Mythology
❑ Adventure
❑ Paranormal or Supernatural
❑ Sports Stories
❑ Historical Fiction
❑ Classics
❑ Short Stories
❑ Humor
❑ Graphic Novels
❑ Magical Realism
❑ Dystopia
❑ Steampunk
❑ Drama/Plays
❑ Retellings
❑ Animal Fantasy
❑ Narrative Nonfiction
❑ Biography
❑ Classics
❑ Survival


